HAIR
The Old Brewhouse will be using a pricing system new to the hair industry - charging for
most services by the time taken and not by a set pricelist. This practice allows our stylists
and technicians to focus on what is best for your hair and to choose the most beneficial
products without being restricted by sticking to the menu. We will give you as much
pampering in the time allocated as we can.
We charge in blocks of 15 minutes at one pound per minute. Using this pricing structure
your first haircut at TOB will be charged for one hour although the appointment will be for
75mins. The additional 15 minutes at this first appointment will be used as a consultation
time which will allow you to get the very best from your stylist. The time needed for hair
colour will be verified when you come in for a skin test; you will therefore, know the maximum price you will pay before you arrive.
There are no hidden extras.
There is no tiered pricing structure at TOB, all our stylists and technicians are fantastic! We
believe that you should know exactly how much you will have to pay before you leave the
comfort of your chair.

CONSULTATION
Great hairdressing results originate from an understanding between client and stylist and
at TOB we want to get to know all about you! We consider the Consultation time to be of
great importance. All new clients receive a complimentary 15mins at the beginning of their
appointment.
It’s important that we know, before we remove any of your locks, what you want to achieve
so we take the time to find out! Communication is vital to ensure that you get the hair style
that is right for you.

HAIR STYLING
Hair styling at TOB is a collaborative relationship between you and your hair stylist. This
partnership takes into account not just the end result of a cut but more importantly the
experience of your visit to us and how you feel about yourself when you leave. We want you
to feel totally relaxed feeling utterly glamorous.
Our stylists are trained to offer suggestions and advice when needed and to listen carefully
to your ideas and concerns. We are dedicated to encouraging a look that amplifies your
individuality. Sexy, sultry or otherwise!

HAIR COLOURING
Colouring is our speciality! We take hair colour ideas to another level. We want you to feel
confident to be as subtle or as vibrant as your personality dictates. Colour can change your
image so it is important for us to get your colour just right.
While your colour is processing you are encouraged to relax in the comfort of your surroundings, and make a leisurely choice from our complimentary drinks menu.

BRIDAL HAIR
Bridal Hair at TOB is a celebratory experience. We are happy to book in a trial before the
day, and then dress your hair for your wedding in salon or at your wedding venue. We do,
however, recommend that we take care of your locks in the run up to your big day so as to
make sure that your hair is at its best, with a cut and colour devised between yourself and
your trusted stylist.
Our stylists at TOB are extremely creative and full of ideas but they are there to make you
feel special on your special day and will always endeavour to ensure that you feel confident
and glowing.

SPA
The Old Brewhouse will be using a pricing system new to the Beauty Industry - charging for
most services by the time that a treatment takes. This gives our pricelist a more streamline
feel which allows you, the individual, to have control over the amount of indulgence you pay
for at any one time.
There are no hidden extras.
Our Spa mornings and afternoons are for those seeking absolute pampering tinged
with luxury! Your dedicated therapist will be with you throughout to ensure continuity
and you will be served with a delicious light lunch or afternoon tea.
Finishing Touches

Waxing

Jessica Deluxe Manicure		
Jessica Deluxe Pedicure		

£45
£45

Full Leg/Bikini/Underarm
£45
Full Leg			£30

Jessica Perscriptive Manicure

£25

Half Leg			£15

Nouveau Lashes®		

£100

Back			£30

Fill Lashes			£45

Forearm			£15

Bio Sculpture Manicure/Pedicure

£45

Chest			£30

Bio Sculpture Infills		

£30

Bikini or Underarm		

£15

Chin			£15

Shaping and Tinting

Lip			£15

Eyebrow Shaping		

£15

Eyelash Tint*		

£15

Eyebrow Tint*		
Eyelash and Brow Tint/Brow shape*

£15
£40

*24 hour patch test required

Eyebrow			£15

Spray Tan

Sienna Spray Tan		

£25

SPA DAYS at THE OLD BREWHOUSE
TOB Indulgence		

4hours

£220

Decléor Aroma expert facial, Decléor Aroma Envelopment
Jessica Deluxe Manicure, Jessica Deluxe Pedicure
(includes Light Lunch/Tea)
TOB Tranquility		

3.5 hours

£190

Decléor Aroma expert facial, Decléor Aroma Envelopment
Jessica Deluxe Manicure or Pedicure
Tranquility Scalp massage
TOB Refresher		

2.5 hours

Decléor Aroma expert facial, Decléor Vital Eyes
Decléor Aroma Massage (30 mins)
Or
Decléor Aroma expert facial
Decléor Aroma Massage (30 mins)
Jessica Deluxe Manicure or Pedicure

£135

DECLÉOR FACIAL TREATMENTS
Decléor Relaxing Aromatic Facial		
1hr
£50
A skilled therapist uses techniques exclusive to Decléor to rapidly induce relaxation with remarkable
benefits.
Decléor Classic Aromatic Facial		1hr
£50			
This multi-active, 100% natural treatment is tailor suited to every skin type.
		
Decléor Aroma Expert Facials		
1hr 15mins £65
These targeted treatments provide an expert response to the needs of every skin type. Even the most
demanding skin is satisfied. Every Aroma Expert Treatment offers a concentrate of highly targeted pure
essential oils and plant extracts.
Essential, Purify, Nourish, Soothe, Radiance
Decléor Aroma Expert Anti-Ageing Facials

1hr 15mins £65

Aroma Expert Lift – Expression
Designed to combat the first visible signs of ageing; this revitalising treatment restores radiance and
softens the appearance of expression lines.
Aroma Expert Lift – Experience
As the physical process of ageing progresses it becomes more vulnerable to a loss of firmness. Saiko, Corn
and Serine extracts, impregnated in the revolutionary ‘Lissage’ melting tablet act to re-stimulate and
plump. The skin appears naturally radiant and youthful
Aroma Expert Lift – Excellence
This incredible treatment restores facial volume with innovative ‘lipo -filling’ technology. Wrinkles appear
to be plumped from within and the contours of the face appear reshaped. Using Decléor’s breakthrough
technology and their 35years of expertise they have gone to the heart of nature to extract it’s very best,
leaving the skin visibly glowing and feeling firmer and plumper.

DECLÉOR TIME PRECIOUS TREATMENTS
Decléor Aroma Time Precious Facial		
30mins
£30
Enjoy all the benefits of one of the most powerful ingredients, Essential Oils. This introductory facial is
perfect when time is of the essence and the skin needs a boost of radiance.
Decléor Vital Eyes		
45mins
£45
Keep eyes sparkling and slow the signs of time, stress and fatigue with this incredibly relaxing treatment.
Eyes become clearer, fine lines and wrinkles are smoothed, shadows and puffiness are eliminated.
Decléor Alpha & Refining Facial		
45mins
£45
Occasionally every skin type becomes needy. If despite your regular treatment and skincare routine,
your skin appears dull and lifeless, this treatment will restore a natural glow and leave your skin softer,
smoother and more radiant.
Decléor Tranquility Scalp Massage		
30mins
£30
Drift into a deep relaxation with this sublimely calming massage. All traces of tension are gently eased
from scalp, décolleté, neck and shoulders and the soothing Essential Oils enhance the calming experience.
Decléor Aroma Body Silk Glistner		
45mins
£45
Radiant, bright and petal soft – your skin will glisten with health and vitality after this natural exfoliation
treatment. Perfectly prepared for any occasion this is the perfect skin enhancer.
Decléor Cleansing Back Treatment		
45mins
£45
The back is often a neglected area, this complete treatment acts like a facial. A unique diagnostic massage
combined with deep cleansing, purifying and balancing.
Essential oils will decongest, hydrate and restore clarity leaving the skin clearer, brighter and healthier.

DECLÉOR TREATMENTS FOR MEN
FACIAL TREATMENTS
Express Energy Treatment		
30mins
An express facial treatment for a burst of energy to the skin.
Detoxify, Refresh, Energise

£30

Intensive Energising Face Treatment
1hr 15mins £65
The ultimate detoxifying treatment for clear, pure, fresh skin, and a rebalanced, de-stressed complexion,
with long lasting results.
Detoxify, Purify and replenish
BODY TREATMENTS
Intensive Energising Body Treatment
1hr
£60
A revitalising treatment for a pure sensation of energy and deep relaxation.
Ultimate Relaxer Aroma Body
1hr
£60
A deeply relaxing massage treatment to de-stress, release built-in tension and coax skin into better
condition. Pure aromatic balms diffuse their relaxing, stimulating, detoxifying or toning benefits deep
into your skin whilst expert massage techniques soothe away muscular tension and stiffness.
Decléor Cleansing Back Treatment
45mins
£45
A unique diagnostic massage combined with deep cleansing as well as purifying and balancing. Essential
oils decongest, hydrate and restore clarity to this delicate area.

DECLÉOR BODY TREATMENTS
Decléor Aroma Back Relief		
30mins
£30
When stresses and strains are at their peak, this treatment offers a quick release. Vulnerable areas of the
back, neck and shoulders, where tension immediately accumulates are instantly relaxed.
Decléor Aroma Body Massage		
1hr
£60
1hr 30mins £70
Every bit of tension is eased from your body with this heavenly massage. Your skin is treated to the incredibly soothing sensation of a warm aromatic balm selected to suit your needs. Your stresses are melted
away and your tense and tired muscles are renewed with energy.
Decléor Aroma Envelopments		
1hr
£60
At the heart of these treatments is a rich creamy musk full of Essential Oils and Plant Extracts chosen
according to your needs and applied all over the body. For a beneficial comforting sensation, enjoy the
pleasure of a heated blanket. Whilst the products work their magic your face or scalp will be relaxed with
beautiful aromatic balms.
Decléor Perfect Legs Treatment		
45mins
£35
The perfect antidote for tired aching legs, this instantly refreshing and invigorating treatment will put the
bounce back in your step.
Aroma Detox Envelopment
Essential Oils and Marine Algae, rich in minerals, breakdown fatty deposits, drain toxins and eliminate
excess water retention.
Aroma Relax Envelopment
After a gentle exfoliation warm aromatic Relax Balm is smoothed over the entire body followed by a
sumptuous creamy musk leaving a soft and silky skin.
Aroma Flow Envelopment
A refreshing and energising treatment to eliminate toxins and remove excess fluids.
Aroma Tonic Envelopment Instantly increases skins radance with a uniquie blend
of toning, firming and anti-ageing ingredients.

THE OLD BREWHOUSE RELAXATION
For those who wish to take some real time out, we also offer holistic treatments specially tailored to suit
every person. Indulge in an unforgettable experience that releases deep seated stress caused by hectic
modern living, enabling the mind and body to wind down and embrace a deep relaxation that lasts for
days.
Aromatherapy		 50mins
A wonderfully therapeutic and regenerative body massage using a personized synergetic blend of
aromatic essential oils with specific healing properties to suit you. Your body and mind will surrender to
the aromatic vapours of the oils while the soothing massage gently eases muscular tension and stress.
Reflexology 			
50 mins/75 mins
Based on the principle that zones on the feet reflect certain parts of the body, a series of acupressure
techniques are performed to remove imbalances, encourage the body to flush out toxins and improve the
flow of energy througout the body.
A deeply relaxing and energizing treatment.
Indian head massage 		
30 mins
Based on the ayeurvdeic system of healing with primary focus on the head, neck and shoulders. This
treatment releases stress and tension that has accummulated in the muscle tissues. The mind is cleared
and concentration is improved, leaving the reciever feeling invigorated and better equipped to face the
rigours of daily life.
Ideal for those who wish to experience the benefits of a full treatment but are pushed for time.
Please allow an extra ten minutes for the consultation prior to your first treatment

